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Hong Zhu⇤, Dongmei Liu, Ian Bayley, Arantza Aldea, Yunfei Yang, and Ying Chen
Abstract: An ontology is a conceptualisation of domain knowledge. It is employed in semantic web services
technologies to describe the meanings of services so that they can be dynamically searched for and composed
according to their meanings. It is essential for dynamic service discovery, composition, and invocation. Whether an
ontology is well constructed has a tremendous impact on the accuracy of the semantic description of a web service,
the complexity of the semantic definitions, the efficiency of processing messages passed between services, and
the precision and recall rates of service retrieval from service registrations. However, measuring the quality of an
ontology remains an open problem. Works on the evaluation of ontologies do exist, but they are not in the context of
semantic web services. This paper addresses this problem by proposing a quality model of ontology and defining
a set of metrics that enables the quality of an ontology to be measured objectively and quantitatively in the context
of semantic descriptions of web services. These metrics cover the contents, presentation, and usage aspects of
ontologies. The paper also presents a tool that implements these metrics and reports a case study on five real-life
examples of web services.
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1 Introduction
An ontology is an explicit specification of a
conceptualisation[2]. It thereby represents knowledge
of a specific application domain. Most ontologies
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contain a vocabulary that represents the concepts of
a specific domain as classes, individuals as instances
of concepts, attributes as properties of the objects
and classes, and relationships between the classes as
relations. Ontologies are employed in semantic web
services technologies to describe the meanings of
services. This is true both for the so-called Big Web
Services[3], based on WSDL, SOAP, UDDI, and for the
RESTful Web Services[4], built directly on the HTTP
protocol. In both approaches, the vocabulary defined
in an ontology of the application domain is used to
annotate on the service operations and their input
and output parameters. When services are registered
and published with such machine readable semantic
descriptions, they can be dynamically searched for and
composed according to their meanings. The messages
passed between services, such as service requests and
service responses, can also be correctly interpreted
by machines at run time. Thus, ontologies play a
fundamental role in semantic web services.
Languages for defining ontologies and their uses in
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the semantic descriptions of web services have been
much researched in the past decade. Among the most
well-known are OWL-S[5], MicroWSMO/hRESTS[6],
WADL[7], SA-REST[8], WSML[9], etc. However, far
less research has gone into evaluating the quality
of such ontologies[10] even though this is of great
importance to service discovery, composition, and
interaction. In particular, whether an ontology is well
constructed has tremendous impact on the accuracy
of the semantic description of a web service, the
complexity of the semantic definitions, the efficiency
of processing messages passed between services, and
the precision and recall rates of service retrieval from
service registrations. The evaluation of the quality
of ontologies has been studied in the literature, see
Ref. [10] for recent surveys. However, little research
has been conducted in the context of web services. This
paper addresses the open problem of ontology quality
evaluation with a metrics-based framework.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section
2 presents a quality model of ontology, Section 3
presents a set of metrics based on that, and Section
4 introduces the tool that implements these metrics.
Section 5 uses the tool to apply the metrics to a case
study. Section 6 compares the paper with related work,
summarises the main contributions, and concludes.
2 Quality Model of Ontologies
The concept of quality in software engineering is
notably elusive[11]. Since 1970s, numerous quality
models have been proposed in the literature to
define the relevant properties of software quality, the
relationships between various factors and attributes of
software quality, and metrics for measuring them either
qualitatively or quantitatively. This section proposes
a quality model of ontologies, while the metrics on
various quality attributes will be defined in the next
section.
2.1 Overview of the quality model
Existing software quality models focus on the
executable source code and on the processes
surrounding its development, evolution, and
maintenance. They are not applicable directly to
ontologies because the structure and functionality of
ontologies are fundamentally different from programs,
and the development, evolution, and maintenance
processes for ontologies are also fundamentally
different. It is highly desirable to develop quality
models for ontologies.
Existing software quality models fall into two types:
hierarchical and relational[12].
A hierarchical model defines several aspects of
software quality, then decomposes each aspect into a
number of factors, each of which is in turn decomposed
into a number of attributes, which can sometimes be
measured by several metrics. One typical example is the
quality model for object-oriented design[13]. Another
example is the quality model in the ISO/IEC 25010
standard[14]. In general, in a hierarchical quality model,
more abstract qualities are higher up the tree, whereas
more concrete qualities, some even directly measurable,
are lower down. Each quality has a positive contribution
to its parent in the sense that an improvement in the
child implies an improvement in the parent.
A relational model, in contrast, also defines negative
and neutral relations between quality properties. If two
quality attributes are related to each other negatively
then that means an improvement in one attribute implies
a deterioration in the other. Or, if the relationship is
neutral, an improvement in one does not necessarily
imply any change to the other. Such models have
more relationship information and are therefore more
accurate. Examples include Perry’s quality model of
information systems[15] and Zhang’s quality model of
web-based information systems[16].
The model proposed in this paper is hierarchical. In
particular, the quality attributes are divided into three
aspects: contents, presentation, and usage. For each
aspect, the attributes and factors that influence it are
identified and defined. Not all of quality attributes and
factors are measurable, but for those that are, metrics
are defined. Many of them have been proposed, studied,
and used in the literature, as discussed in Section 6.1,
but quite a few of them are new ones for evaluating
ontology in the context of semantic web services. The
quality model and the metrics proposed in this paper are
based on knowledge gleaned from the literature and on
our empirical understanding too, but validation of them
is beyond the scope of the paper.
The following discusses each of the aspects in
turn, their attributes and the factors influencing those
attributes. The relationships between these attributes
and factors are discussed at the end of the section.
2.2 Contents
The contents aspect has quality attributes that focus on
the contents of the ontology and, in particular, on how
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well it represents the subject domain. There are two
such quality attributes:
✏ Correctness: whether the ontology accurately
represents the knowledge of a subject domain.
✏ Completeness: whether the ontology represents all
of the knowledge of a subject domain.
These attributes are both relative to human
knowledge. To make evaluations and comparisons
possible when examining ontology contents, a standard
is needed. In existing work on evaluating ontologies,
such a standard is often presented in the form of an
ontology of the same application domain, and called
gold standard[10, 17]. It acts as the ideal representation
of the domain knowledge.
To evaluate an ontology’s correctness, one can
check whether its contents, such as concepts, relations,
attributes, and instances, are compatible with a given
gold standard, so compatibility is one factor.
✏ Compatibility: whether the ontology contains
junk, i.e., contents not in the subject domain.
Another factor is consistency, of which there are two
types.
✏ Internal consistency: whether there is no self-
contradiction within the ontology.
✏ External consistency: whether the ontology is
consistent with the subject domain knowledge.
The internal consistency of an ontology cannot be
measured because it is non-numerical and plays the
role of a pre-condition for all future analysis. External
consistency can only be judged relative to a given
standard. In that case, all concepts, relationships
between concepts, attributes of concepts, and instances
of concepts must be defined to be the same as in the
standard. We will define metrics for each of these in the
next section.
Compatibility is also relative to a standard and is
judged by calculating the number of elements that
cannot be derived from the ontology to which it is being
compared.
Completeness is assessed by determining the number
of elements in the standard that are covered by the
ontology. Two types are recognised:
✏ Syntactic completeness: how much the vocabulary
of the ontology matches exactly that of the
standard;
✏ Semantic completeness: how much the vocabulary
of the standard can be derived from the ontology.
Both of these can be measured by metrics, as will be
seen in the next section.
2.3 Presentation
The presentation aspect has quality attributes related
to the way in which the ontology presents the domain
knowledge. The main ones are:
✏ Well formedness: syntactic correctness with
respect to the rules of the language in which
it is written. Like internal consistency, it is a
precondition to all further analysis.
✏ Conciseness: The key attribute for this is the
lack of redundancy within the ontology, where
an element is redundant if it can be derived from
other elements of the ontology. This can also be
measured by metrics.
✏ Structural complexity: This is particularly
important when the ontology has redundancy.
This is because redundancy often helps to improve
usability but since each redundancy increases
the complexity in different ways, it is useful to
measure complexity and choose the least complex
ontology. The two key factors are:
– Size: in terms of the number of elements;
– Relation: in terms of the number of
relationships between elements
✏ Modularity: Howwell the ontology is decomposed
into smaller parts, to make it easier to understand,
use, and maintain. These smaller parts, or
modules, form ontologies of subdomains and may
themselves refer to other modules. The two factors
are:
– Cohesion: the degree of interaction within
one module or ontology,
– Coupling: the degree of cross-referencing
between different modules or ontologies.
There are metrics for both of these and the ideal is
high cohesion and low coupling.
2.4 Usage
The usage aspect has quality attributes that manifest
themselves when the ontology is used. They measure
how easy it is to use the ontology. This is the most
elusive of the three aspects, in part because ontologies
can be used for many different purposes, such as
annotating meta-data on web pages and informing
intelligent search engines. Here, our focus is on the use
of ontology to describe web service semantics.
The most important quality attribute is applicability.
This relates to whether the ontology is easy to apply
for a specific task, which in this case is the description
of web service semantics. A service consists of a
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number of operations that inspect and/or modify the
system state. A semantic service description describes
the meanings of those states, service requests, service
responses, and operations in the vocabulary of the
ontology. In this context, two important factors are
identified, both of which are measurable.
✏ Definability: whether the states and functions of
the services can be defined;
✏ Description complexity: how complex are those
descriptions if they are definable.
The following three other attributes can be affected
by factors not actually related to the ontology, as will
be seen later. This is another reason why the usability
aspect is elusive.
✏ Adaptability: how easily the ontology can
be changed to meet the specific purposes of
developing a particular web service. There are
several different factors due to the different ways
in which an ontology can be changed to fulfil a
specific task.
– Tailorability: how easily a subset of the
contents can be removed if it is irrelevant to
the specific application;
– Composibility: how easily it can be combined
with another ontology;
– Extendability: how easily extra concepts can
be added;
– Transformability: how easily it can be
changed to a different form.
✏ Efficiency: how easily semantic information can
be processed for various purposes. Services must
be searched for in a registry, composed either
statically or dynamically and then invoked using
the service requests and responses encoded in the
ontology. The different factors, each a type of
efficiency, are therefore:
– Search and discovery efficiency;
– Composition efficiency;
– Invocation efficiency.
✏ Comprehensibility: whether human readers can
easily understand the semantic description.
Adaptability and comprehensibility are influenced
by human factors, which are independent of the
ontology itself. Adaptability is affected by the
user’s familiarity with the ontology. Comprehensibility
is equally dependent on the person and cannot be
measured except indirectly through definability and
complexity metrics. As for processing efficiency, this
depends both on implementation details and on the
choice of hardware and software platforms.
To summarise, the quality model for ontology is
depicted in Fig. 1. The metrics associated to the quality
attributes and factors are defined in Section 3.
2.5 Relationship between quality attributes and
factors
It is apparent that both content attributes and
presentation attributes have affect on usage attributes.
Taking applicability in particular, the definability
factor can be affected by completeness and the
description complexity factor can be affected by
conciseness, structural complexity, and modularity.
These may also affect all the factors of the adaptability
attribute. In the case of conciseness (a.k.a., non-
redundancy) this would, on the other hand, reduce the
complexity of service description.
Taking efficiency, on the other hand, it seems possible
that this would be reduced if the structural complexity
was higher. It is not clear at all whether redundancy
(i.e., low conciseness) would be good or bad for
processing efficiency. Further empirical study is needed
to answer this and further questions, but such a study is
beyond the scope of this paper.
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Fig. 1 The quality model of ontology.
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3 Metrics of Ontology
This section defines a collection of metrics of
ontologies. In order to make the definitions of metrics
independent of the ontology specification language,
and thus generally applicable, an abstract model of
ontologies is formally defined first based on the
structural similarities shared by all ontologies.
3.1 Abstract model of ontologies
Definition 1 (Domain ontology)Definition 1 (Domain o t logy)
A domain ontology O is a tuple .C; I; A;R/, where
(1) C is a finite set of classes. Each element c 2 C
represents a concept of the domain.
(2) I D fI cjc 2 C g is a collection of finite sets
indexed by C . Each ˛ 2 I c is an instance of the
concept c.
(3) A D fAcjc 2 C g is a collection of finite sets of
attributes. For each c 2 C , ' 2 Ac is an attribute
of concept c. The value of an attribute ' for an
instance ˛ 2 I c of concept c, denoted by '.˛/,
is either a data value of type T or an instance of a
class c0. In the former, ' is a data property and in
the latter, it is an object property. In both cases,
we say that c and T (or c0) are the domain and
codomain of attribute ', and write ' W c ! T (or
' W c ! c0).
(4) R D fr1; : : : ; rkg is a finite set of binary relations
on the set of concepts. For each r 2 R and r ✓
C ⇥C , we have that .c; c0/ 2 r means that concept
c is related to c0 by r .
Two examples of relations that are particularly widely
used are the is-a and has-a relations, defined as follows:
✏ .c; c0/ 2 is-ameans that each instance ˛ of concept
c is also an instance of concept c0, i.e., 8˛ 2
I c ) ˛ 2 I c0 . The is-a relation is also called the
sub-super relation, or inheritance relation between
concepts.
✏ .c; c0/ 2 has-a means that for each instance ˛ of
concept c, there is an instance ˛0 of class c0 such
that ˛0 is a part of ˛. The has-a relation is also
called the whole-part relation between concepts.
It is worth noting that there are other types of
relations between concepts. For example, in the
English lexical database WordNet, the member-of and
substance-of relations are commonly used between
nouns, in addition to the is-a and has-a relations.
Figure 2 shows an example of an ontology of people
and family relationships. It will be used as the running
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Fig. 2 Example of ontology: Family.
example throughout the paper. Here, classes are
depicted in solid line boxes, data types in solid line
boxes with rounded corners, and instances in dotted
boxes. If a concept referred to is external to the ontology
then a grey box is used. The is-a and has-a relations are
represented with unfilled and filled arrows respectively.
Arrows representing attributes are labelled with the
name of the attribute and depicted in red for data
properties and green for object properties.
We now define a set of metrics on ontologies. They
are classified according to the aspects of the ontology
that they measure. In the sequel, we use O D .C;
I; A;R/ to denote a given ontology to be measured.
3.2 Vocabulary
The vocabulary of an ontology is the set of names
defined in it, comprising the names given to the
concepts, instances, attributes, and relations. The
following defines a set of basic metrics for the sizes of
an ontology on various aspects.
Definition 2 The sizes of an ontology are defined
as follows.
SizeC .O/ D jjC jj; SizeI .O/ D
X
c2C
jjI cjj;
SizeA.O/ D
X
c2C
jjAcjj; SizeR.O/ D
X
r2R
jjr jj;
Size.O/ D SizeC .O/C SizeI .O/C
SizeA.O/C SizeR.O/:
An ontology’s coverage of an application domain
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is often evaluated against another ontology, which is
called gold standard in Ref. [17]. The following metrics
measure the domain coverage of an ontology O with
respect to a second ontology ˝ D .C 0; I 0; A0; R0/.
Definition 3 (Vocabulary Coverage)
OntologyO’s vocabulary coverage with respect to˝
on O’s constituent parts is defined as follows.
Cov˝C .O/ D SC=SizeC .˝/;
Cov˝I .O/ D SI=SizeI .˝/;
Cov˝A .O/ D SA=SizeA.˝/;
Cov˝R .O/ D SR=SizeR.˝/;
Cov˝.O/ D .SC C SI C SA C SR/
Size.˝/
;
where
SC D jjC \ C 0jj; SI D
X
c2C
jjI c \ I 0cjj;
SA D
X
c2C
jjAc \ A0cjj; SR D
X
r2R
jjr \ r 0jj;
where r 0 is the relation corresponding to r in R0.
Example 1 Let ˝ be the ontology Family, and
O be Family with the class Pet removed. Then, O’s
vocabulary coverages with respect to˝ are as follows.
SC D 21; SizeC .˝/ D 22; Cov˝C .O/ D 21=22;
SI D 5; SizeI .˝/ D 5; Cov˝I .O/ D 1;
SA D 7; SizeA.˝/ D 8; Cov˝A .O/ D 7=8;
SR D 16; SizeR.˝/ D 16; Cov˝R .O/ D 1;
Cov˝.O/ D 49=51:
These coverage metrics measure the proportion of
classes, instances, attributes, and relations that are
defined directly. However, an ontology may define only
the key components and leave out the other components
definable from the basic ones. Such coverage will be
investigated in Section 3.4.
3.3 Structure
Structural metrics are among the most widely explored
metrics and of these, in particular, cohesion metrics
measure the degree of relatedness between concepts
in an ontology and coupling metrics measure the
interactions across different ontologies.
3.3.1 Cohesion metrics
We construct a directed graph for each relation
separately and measure the relatedness and complexity
of the ontology relative to that, using the notions of
graph theory.
Definition 4 (Graph on Relation)
Let r 2 R be any given relation of ontology O . The
graph of O on relation r , denoted by Graphr.O/, is a
directed graph G D .N;E/, in which the nodes n 2 N
are concepts of the ontology, and the edges e 2 E are
the r-relationships between the concepts, i.e., there is
an edge e 2 E from node c to c0, if and only if .c; c0/ 2
r .
The graph for the is-a relation of Ontology Family is
shown in Fig. 3.
Before defining metrics on the ontology, we will first
recap a few graph theory notions that will be needed.
A node a in graphG is a root node, if there is no edge
e that enters node a. A node a is a leaf node, if there is
no edge e that leaves a. A node a is an isolated node if
it is both a root node and a leaf node, i.e., it is not linked
to any other node in the graph. Formally, the notions of
root and leaf nodes are defined as follows.
Rootr.O/ D fc 2 C j:9x 2 C   .x; c/ 2 rg;
Leafr.O/ D fc 2 C j:9x 2 C   .c; x/ 2 rg:
A path p in Graphr.O/ is a sequence .n1; n2; :::; nK/
of K > 0 nodes in the graph such that for all i D 1;
: : : ; K   1, there is an edge e in the graph from node ni
to node niC1. A path is a simple path if all the nodes
on the path are different. The length of path p, written
Length.p/, is the number of nodes on the path. A node
b is reachable from node a in the graph, and written
a  b, if there is a path from node a to node b in the
graph. p W a b denotes that p is a path from node a
to b. For c 2 Rootr.O/, ReachableOr .c/ is the set of
nodes reachable from c. Formally,
ReachableOr .c/ D fx 2 C jc  xg:
Definition 5 (Relation-Based Structural Complexity
Metrics)
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Fig. 3 Graph for is-a relation of Family ontology.
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Let r 2 R be any given relation of the ontology. The
following are a few structural metrics.
(1) Number of Root Nodes:
NRNr.O/ D jjRootr.O/jj:
(2) Number of Leaf Nodes:
NLNr.O/ D jjLeafr.O/jj:
(3) Maximal Length of Simple Paths:
MaxSPLr.O/ D Max
p2Pathr .O/
.Length.p// :
(4) Number of Isolated Nodes:
NICr.O/ D jjRootr.O/ \ Leafr.O/jj:
(5) Total Number of Reachable Nodes from Roots:
TNRNRr.O/ D
X
x2Rootr .O/
jjReachableOr .x/jj:
(6) Average Number of Reachable Nodes from
Roots:
ANRNRr.O/ D TNRNRr.O/=jjNRNr.O/jj:
Example 2 For the Family ontology in Fig. 2, the
is-a relation-based structure metrics are:
NRN D 2; NLN D 10; MaxSPL D 3;
NIC D 0; TNRNR D 15; ANRNR D 7:5:
The has-a relation-based structure metrics are:
NRN D 1; NLN D 1; MaxSPL D 2;
NIC D 0; TNRNR D 1; ANRNR D 1:
For any well-structured ontology, the graph of the is-a
and has-a relations must be acyclic. For these and other
acyclic graphs, the depth of a node c is the length of the
longest path from a root node to c. More formally,
DepthOr .c/ D Max
x2Rootr .O/
Length.p W x  c/:
The width of a node is the number of nodes it is
related to. More formally,
WidthOr .c/ D jjfx 2 C j.c; x/ 2 rgjj:
Further metrics for acyclic relations can be defined as
follows.
Definition 6 (Metrics for Acyclic Relations)
The following are structural complexity metrics for
acyclic graphs.
(1) Average Depth of all Leaf Nodes:
ADLNr.O/ D
P
c2Leafr .O/
DepthOr .c/
NLNr.O/
:
(2) Average Width of all Non-Leaf Nodes:
AWNLNr.O/ D
P
c 62Leafr .O/
WidthOr .c/
NANr.O/   NLNr.O/ ;
where NANr.O/ is the number of all nodes.
(3) Maximal Depth of all Leaf Nodes:
MaxDepthr.O/ D Max
c2Leafr .O/
⇣
DepthOr .c/
⌘
:
(4) Maximal Width of Non-Leaf Nodes:
MaxWidthr.O/ D Max
c 62Leafr .O/
⇣
WidthOr .c/
⌘
:
Example 3 For the Family ontology in Fig. 2,
the structural metrics for the acyclic relations are as
follows.
For the is-a relation:
ADLN D 3; AWNLN D 15=7;
MaxDepth D 3; MaxWidth D 3:
For the has-a relation:
ADLN D 2; AWNLN D 1;
MaxDepth D 2; MaxWidth D 1:
3.3.2 Coupling metrics
An ontology may refer to concepts defined in other
ontologies through attributes and relations. This means
that the ontologies are coupled together.
Definition 7 (Coupling Metrics)
The following are coupling metrics.
(1) Number of External References through
Attributes:
NERA.O/ DX
c2C
jjf' 2 Acj' W c ! c0; c0 is externalgjj:
(2) Number of External References through
Relations:
NERR.O/ D
X
r2R
jjf.c; c0/ 2 r jc or c0 is externalgjj:
(3) Ratio of External Concepts:
REC.O/ D jjfc 2 C jc is externalgjj
SizeC .O/
:
Example 4 Suppose that the classes Food, Pet, and
their subclasses are defined in another ontology and
referenced in the Family ontology, then the coupling
metrics are:
NERA.O/ D 2; NERR.O/ D 0;
REC.O/ D 1=11:
3.4 Semantics
Now, we define a set of metrics that measure the
extent to which two ontologies of the same domain are
semantically compatible with each other.
Ontologies not only introduce terminology but also
represent knowledge about the world by specifying
a conceptualisation through axioms to constrain the
possible interpretation of the defined terms. It is
worth noting that, based on the concepts, relations,
and attributes defined directly in an ontology, further
elements can be defined by employing a formal logic
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system. This can also be used for reasoning about
the knowledge. For the sake of generality, instead of
specifying such a logic system, it is simply assumed
that for an ontology O and associated axioms, a certain
set of components can be defined and further statements
can be inferred. In the sequel, we writeO ` x to denote
that x is definable in ontology O , where x can be a
concept, an attribute, an instance, or a relation.
The semantical completeness of an ontology can
therefore also be measured by the following metrics of
derivable spaces. Similar to Section 3.2, we will assume
the existence of a gold standard ontology ˝ of the
domain that contains all concepts, relations, attributes,
and instances of the domain.
Definition 8 (Semantic Coverage)
The semantic coverage of ontologyO with respect to
˝ on various components is defined as follows:
SCov˝C .O/ D DC=SizeC .˝/;
SCov˝I .O/ D DI=SizeI .˝/;
SCov˝A .O/ D DA=SizeA.˝/;
SCov˝R .O/ D DR=SizeR.˝/;
SCov˝.O/ D .DC CDI CDA CDR/=Size.˝/;
where
DC D jjfc0 2 C 0jO ` c0gjj;
DI D
X
c02C 0
jjf˛ 2 I 0c0 jO ` c0; O ` ˛gjj;
DA D
X
c02C 0
jjf' 2 A0c0 jO ` c0; O ` 'gjj;
DR D
X
r 02R0
jjf.a; b/ 2 r 0jO ` .a; b/ 2 r 0gjj:
Example 5 Let ˝ be ontology Family again, and
let O be Family with Pet and its subclasses removed.
The semantic coverage of O with respect to ˝ is as
follows:
SCov˝C .O/ D 21=22; SCov˝I .O/ D 1;
SCov˝A .O/ D 7=8; SCov˝R .O/ D 1;
SCov˝.O/ D 49=51:
A domain ontology is semantically correct only if its
contents are consistent with the ideal ontology of the
gold standard. So, we have the following metrics.
Definition 9 (Semantic Compatibility)
Ontology O’s semantic compatibility with regard to
˝ on various components is defined as follows:
(1) Ratio of Correct Concepts:
RCC˝.O/ D jjfc 2 C j ˝ ` cgjj
SizeC .O/
:
(2) Average Ratio of Correct Instances:
ARCI˝.O/ D
P
c2C
RCI˝.c/
SizeC .O/
:
(3) Average Ratio of Correct Attributes:
ARCA˝.O/ D
P
c2C
RCA˝.c/
SizeC .O/
:
(4) Average Ratio of Correct Relations:
ARCR˝.O/ DP
r2R
jjf.x; y/ 2 r j ˝ ` .x; y/ 2 rgjj
jjRjj :
Where for each c 2 C ,
RCI˝.c/ D
8<:1; if I
c D ?I
jjf˛ 2 I c j ˝ ` ˛ 2 I cgjj
jjI cjj ; if I
c ¤ ?:
RCA˝.c/ D
8<:1; if A
c D ?I
jjf' 2 Ac j ˝ ` ' 2 Acgjj
jjAcjj ; if A
c ¤ ?:
Example 6 Let ˝ be the Family ontology, O is
obtained from Family by adding a class Profession, an
attribute occupation to class Person with Profession
as its codomain. Then, ontology O’s semantic
compatibility w.r.t. ˝ is:
RCC˝.O/ D 22=23; ARCI˝.O/ D 1;
ARCA˝.O/ D 206=207; ARCR˝.O/ D 1:
An ontology may contain concepts, instances,
attributes, and relations that are redundant. Here, an
element in an ontology is redundant if it can be defined
or derived from other elements of the ontology. More
formally, redundancy can be defined as follows.
Definition 10 (Redundant Elements in Ontology)
(1) A subset C 0 ✓ C of concepts is redundant, if
8c 2 C 0:  .C   C 0; I; A;R/ ` c  :
(2) A subset I 0 D fI 0c ✓ I cjc 2 C g of instances is
redundant, if
8˛ 2 I 0c ; c 2 C:  .C; I   I 0; A;R/ ` ˛ 2 I c  :
(3) A subset A0 D fA0c ✓ Acjc 2 C g of attributes is
redundant, if
8' 2 A0c ; c 2 C:  .C; I; A   A0; R/ ` ' 2 Ac  :
(4) Let R0 D fr 01; : : : ; r 0kg, where for each r 0i 2
R0, r 0i ✓ ri . The collection of relations R0 is
redundant, if
8.c; c0/ 2 r 0i ; i 2 f1; : : : ; kg:
 
O 0 ` .c; c0/ 2 ri
 
;
where O 0 D .C; I; A;R  R0/.
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The metrics of semantic redundancy of an ontology
can be defined as follows. Note that, for a set of
concepts there may be many different subsets of
redundant concepts. The same is true for instances,
attributes, and relations.
Definition 11 (Redundancy Metrics)
(1) Concept Redundancy:
CR.O/ D jjCRjj=SizeC .O/;
where CR is the largest set of redundant concepts of O .
(2) Instance Redundancy:
IR.O/ D
X
c2C
jjI cRjj=SizeI .O/;
where IR D fI cRjc 2 C g is the largest collection of
redundant instances of O .
(3) Attribute Redundancy:
AR.O/ D
X
c2C
jjAcRjj=SizeA.O/;
where AR D fAcRjc 2 C g is the largest collection of
redundant attributes of O .
(4) Relation Redundancy:
RR.O/ D
X
r 02R0
jjr 0jj=SizeR.O/;
where R0 is the largest collection of redundant relations
of O .
Example 7 Suppose that an attribute Age for the
class Person is added in the ontology Family. Then the
redundancy metrics are as follows:
CR D 0; IR D 0; AR.O/ D 1=9; RR.O/ D 0:
This is because Age can be derived from the attribute
Date of Birth.
3.5 Context
In computer science and information technology,
ontologies are used to support certain computation
and information processing tasks. A key question to
be answered when evaluating an ontology is whether
it is easy to use for these tasks. This paper focuses
on service-oriented computing and is concerned with
whether an ontology is a good basis for describing the
semantics of services.
Assume that a web service S providesm operations
Op1, : : : ; Opm and stores s1; : : : ; sl types of internal
data. We write Opi W .xi;1; : : : ; xi;ni /! .yi;1; : : : ;
yi;ki / to denote that operation Opi takes a service
request containing parameters .xi;1; : : : ; xi;ni / and
responds with a message containing parameters
.yi;1; : : : ; yi;ki /. An ontological description of the
semantics of such a web service consists of the
following expressions:
✏ ExpOpi , which describes the functionality of the
service operation Opi , where i D 1; : : : ; m;
✏ Expxi;j , which defines the meaning of the
parameter xi;j in the service request, where j D 1;
: : : ; ni ;
✏ Expyi;j , which describes the meaning of the
parameter yi;j in service response, where j D 1;
: : : ; ki ;
✏ Expsi , which describes the meaning of the internal
state of the service, where i D 1; : : : ; l .
Ideally, these expressions should be statements in
the application domain ontology. A good domain
ontology will enable these expressions to be simple,
but in a badly-designed domain ontology they might
be complicated, or even impossible to formulate. The
following metrics measure the definability of a service
semantics.
Definition 12 (Definability of Service Semantics)
The definability of the state of a web service S ,
denoted by DStateS .O/, is defined as follows:
DStateS .O/ D ld=l;
where ld is the number of state components that are
definable in O .
For each operation Opi W .xi;1; : : : ; xi;ni / ! .yi;1;
: : : ; yi;k/ provided by the service, the definability of the
operation in O , denoted by DFunOpi .O/, is defined as
follows:
DFunOpi .O/ D NDOp=.ni C ki C 1/;
where NDOp D nd C kd C Opd, nd and kd are
the numbers of request parameters and response
parameters definable in O , respectively. Opd = 1, if
the functionality of the operation is definable in O;
otherwise, Opd D 0.
The definability of the service system S in ontology
O , denoted by DServS .O/, is defined as follows:
DServS .O/ D DStateS .O/ ⇥
mX
iD1
DFunOpi .O/=m:
Better metrics of definability of a service in an
ontology should take into consideration the complexity
of the semantic descriptions. Here, the following simple
metrics of the complexities of expressions are used.
Let Exp be an expression that uses the vocabulary
defined in O and also logic operators, qualifiers, and
data operators. The complexity of the expression Exp,
denoted by Cmplx.Exp/, is defined as follows:
Cmplx.Exp/ D NOPC NV;
where NOP is the number of occurrences of logic and
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data operators in the expression, and NV is the number
of occurrences of vocabulary defined in ontology O in
the expression.
Definition 13 (Complexity of Semantic
Description)
The Complexity of Semantic Description of the State
of Service S in O is defined as follows:
CStateS .O/ D
lX
iD1
Cmplx.Expsi /:
The Complexity of Semantic Description of the
functionality of operation Opi of Service S in O ,
denoted CFunOpi .O/, is a metric defined as follows:
CFunOpi .O/ D Cmplx.ExpOpi / C
niX
jD1
Cmplx.Expxi;j /C
kiX
jD1
Cmplx.Expyi;j /:
The Complexity of Semantic Description of Service
S in O , denoted by CServS .O/, is a metric defined as
follows:
CServS .O/ D CStateS .O/C
mX
iD1
CFunOpi .O/:
Example 8 Consider a web service that provides
services for registering personal information and
answers queries about family relationships between
persons, etc. It contains a database of personal
information, which is the internal state of the system.
The service operations provided are:
Register W .n W String; f;m W Person; d W Date/!
.id W Nat/I
QueryParents W .id W Nat/! .f;m W Person/:
Table 1 gives the semantic descriptions of the service
and the complexity measures.
3.6 Association between metrics and quality
attributes
The metrics defined above are measurements of various
aspects of an ontology. They are associated with various
quality attributes in the quality model, as shown in
Fig. 1. Completeness can be measured by vocabulary
coverage and semantic coverage. Correctness can
be measured by semantic compatibility. Conciseness
can be measured by redundancy. Modularity can
be measured by cohesion and coupling. Finally,
applicability can be measured by definability and
description complexity. The dependence between the
metrics are depicted in Fig. 4.
Table 1 Example: Semantics description.
Op/Param Semantics description Comp
State List of person 2
n Name of the person 2
d Date of birth of the person 2
f Father of the person 2
m Mother of the person 2
id NI Number of the person 2
Register Add the person into the list of
person
3
QueryParents
f, m are in list of person.
2f andm are the father and mother of
the person.
The person’s NI number is id.
CFunRegister 13
CFunQueryParents 8
CServ 22
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Fig. 4 Dependence between the metrics.
4 Tool Support of Ontology Assessment
The metrics defined in this paper have been
implemented as a part of our formal engineering
environment for services, which is called
ASWebService. As shown in Fig. 5, the environment
contains the following five main components.
(1) Specification Parser, which parses a collection
of algebraic specification units written in a
language called SOFIA, generates a parse tree
for each specification unit, checks whether each
specification unit is syntactically well-formed,
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Fig. 5 Overall structure of the tool ASWebService.
and finally checks that the axioms in the
collection of specification units are type correct
and consistent with each other.
(2) Ontology Generator, which takes the parse trees
of a collection of specification units as input,
and generates domain ontologies and ontological
descriptions of web services according to the rules
given in Ref. [18]. Figure 6 shows the interface
for this component.
(3) Service Description Generator, which takes a
domain ontology and a collection of specifications
of web services as input and generates a semantic
description of the web service in the form of an
OWL-WS profile. See Fig. 7.
(4) Ontology Processor, which takes a file that
contains an ontology written in OWL-WS/XML
format, checks its syntactic well-formedness, and
translates it into internal representation for use in
the assessment and evaluation. See Fig. 8.
(5) Ontology Evaluator, which takes two ontologies
as inputs, one generated from a web service and
the other a gold standard for it to be assessed
against. Typically the latter has been generated
from the Ontology Processor component. The
tool applies the metrics and reports the results.
See Fig. 9.
5 Case Study
This section reports a case study on real-world
examples of web services. The purpose of the case
study is to demonstrate that the quality model and
metrics presented in the paper are applicable to an
assessment of the quality of ontology.
5.1 Design of the case study
A set of five real web services for the same application
domain of reporting weather forecasts are used in the
case study. The ontologies underlying each of
these web services are semantic descriptions generated
from their formal specifications. Table 2 lists the web
services used in the case study, together with the IDs
that will be used to refer to them in the sequel.
Fig. 6 Extraction of ontology from specification.
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Fig. 7 Generation of semantics descriptions of web services.
Fig. 8 Loading and checking user provided ontology.
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Fig. 9 Results of applying metrics to an ontology.
Table 2 Subject web services.
Ref ID URL
WS1 http://www.webservicex.net/globalweather.asmx
WS2 http://openweathermap.org
WS3 http://www.webxml.com.cn/WebServices/
WeatherWS.asmx
WS4 https://developer.yahoo.com/weather/documentation.html
WS5 http://developer.worldweatheronline.com/api/
marine-weather-api.aspx
GS https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/downloads/thinkhome/
ontology/WeatherOntology.owl
The gold standard (GS) of the domain knowledge is
the weather ontology developed by the Automation
Systems Group of the Institute of Computer Aided
Automation, Technical University of Wein, Austria.
See Table 2 for its URL.
These five web services are formally specified
in an algebraic formal specification language called
SOFIA[19]. A specification in SOFIA consists of a
collection of specification units. Each unit specifies one
concept from the real world or the type of a software
entity. In this way, the structure of the specification can
reflect that of the software systems and also that of the
concepts that underlie the software. The specification
units are grouped into closely associated packages.
In the case of the web services, each ontology
is divided into three packages. The first describes
concepts related to weather, since that is the application
domain. The second describes external concepts such
as location, city, etc. The third specifies the operations,
including valid requests and responses, as well as
the semantics of the operations. The numbers of
specification units for each of these packages are shown
in Table 3.
The ontology underlying each web service and the
ontological semantic descriptions of the services are
extracted from the formal specifications by using the
TrS2O tool[18,20]. Each package transforms into an
ontology module. Table 4 gives the sizes of these
ontologies, where #Cls, #Insts, #Attrs, and #Rels are the
numbers of classes, instances, attributes and relations,
Table 3 Sizes of the formal specifications.
Package WS1 WS2 WS3 WS4 WS5
Definition of weather entities 10 13 19 19 35
Definition of external entities 2 6 2 3 9
Definition of operations 3 3 3 3 15
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Table 4 Sizes of the ontologies.
Ontology #Cls #Insts #Attrs #Rels
Domain
GS 15 11 18 27
WS1 12 2 26 13
WS2 13 72 31 11
WS3 12 9 28 11
WS4 19 11 52 37
WS5 35 49 114 84
Op
WS1 8 – 6 18
WS2 19 – 28 35
WS3 5 – 6 9
WS4 4 – 11 14
WS5 22 – 83 108
respectively.
The ontologies generated from specifications
are then analysed for syntactic matching and semantic
definability before metrics are applied. Table 5 gives
the comparison of classes between GS and WS1, where
Point and Spatial Thing are external classes that are
referred to in the weather domain ontology.
5.2 Results of evaluation
The metrics defined in Section 3 are applied to the
ontologies by using our implementation of the metrics.
The results are given in Table 6.
In Table 6, the second column has the metrics used
to evaluate the quality factors given in the first column.
The data in the columns of WS1, WS2, WS3, WS4,
and WS5 are the values of the ontologies on the
metrics given in the second column. Note that ontology
generated from WS5 has two relations has-a and is-
a, while ontologies generated from the other four web
services only have one relation has-a. In order to make
a fair comparison among these ontologies, the is-a
relation of WS5 is not included.
Table 5 Comparison of classes between GS and WS1.
Class type Class Number
Defined both in
GS and WS1
Wind, dew point temperature, cloud
cover, weather state, atmospheric
pressure, temperature, point
7
Defined in GS
and derivable
from WS1
Weather phenomenon 1
Defined in GS
but not in WS1
Air pollution, precipitation, solar
irradiance, weather condition,
humidity, spatial thing, thing
7
Defined in WS1
but not in GS
Visibility, speed, direction,
TEMUnit
4
Table 6 Evaluation of theWeather ontologies.
Factor Metric WS1 WS2 WS3 WS4 WS5
Syntactic
completeness
Cov˝C 0.47 0.57 0.43 0.4 0.73
Cov˝I 0 0.64 0 0 0.91
Cov˝A 0.67 0.56 0.28 0.44 0.88
Cov˝R 0.37 0.52 0.19 0.19 0.26
Cov˝ 0.41 0.55 0.23 0.24 0.61
Semantic
completeness
SCov˝C 0.53 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.73
SCov˝I 0 0.64 0 0 0.91
SCov˝A 0.67 0.56 0.28 0.44 0.88
SCov˝R 0.37 0.52 0.19 0.19 0.26
SCov˝ 0.42 0.56 0.23 0.24 0.61
External
consistency,
compatibility
RCC˝ 0.75 0.64 0.32 0.3 0.3
ARCI˝ 1.00 0.86 0.95 0.6 0.98
ARCA˝ 0.53 0.47 0.12 0.25 0.17
ARCR˝ 0.34 0.47 0.13 0.14 0.08
Redundancy
CR 0 0 0 0 0
IR 0 0 0 0 0
AR 0 0 0 0 0
RR 1 1 1 1 0.93
Cohesion
(Relation)
NRN 1 2 2 1 9
NLN 9 9 9 20 55
MaxSPL 3 3 3 6 5
NIC 0 0 0 0 0
TNRNR 13 11 14 35 94
ANRNR 13.0 5.5 7.0 35 10.44
Cohesion
(Acyclic)
ADLN 2.56 2.33 2.89 4.00 3.27
AWNLN 2.6 2.75 2.0 6.5 1.81
MaxDepth 3 3 3 6 5
MaxWidth 8 7 4 7 10
Coupling
NERA 0 0 0 2 1
NERR 1 0 0 2 1
REC 0.08 0 0 0.11 0.03
Definability
DState 1 1 1 1 1
DFun 1 1 1 1 1
DServ 1 1 1 1 1
Description
complexity
CState 2 4 1 1 7
CFun 12 24 6 6 42
CServ 14 28 7 7 49
5.3 Analysis of the results and observations
5.3.1 Completeness
When measuring the completeness of an ontology with
respect to a given gold standard, one can use either
purely syntactic vocabulary coverage metric, or use a
semantic coverage metric instead. The experimental
data shows that these are highly correlated, with
correlation coefficients ranging from 0.9584 (WS2) to
1.000 (WS4 and WS5), see Fig. 10f, where the scores
of ontologies WS1 to WS5 on syntactic and semantic
coverage metrics are given in Figs. 10a–10e. A lower
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coefficient would be seen only where the domain has
a large number of synonyms or varying non-standard
terminologies. For a scientific subject area such as
weather forecasting, both of these are unlikely, so
inspection of the vocabulary coverage alone should be
sufficient to judge the completeness of the ontology.
This is practically useful because semantic coverage
involves logical inference and possibly even human
intervention, which can be time-consuming.
5.3.2 Compatibility with the gold standard
The compatibility scores of the extracted ontologies are
quite low, as Fig. 11 shows. This is of concern because
compatibility with the gold standard is normally
an indication of correctness. However, the extracted
ontologies contain many elements, shown in Table
3, that are not about domain knowledge but rather
the data structures, infrastructure, and operations that
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Fig. 11 Compatibility of the extracted ontologies.
are specific to the particular web service. As these
are implementation-specific details, they do not have
equivalents in the gold standard. It can be seen in Table
4 that compatibilities with regard to instances are high
because the instances in the extracted ontologies are
mostly in the application domain.
5.3.3 Redundancy
The redundancy scores for all extracted ontologies
are very low, especially for concepts, attributes, and
instances, because the web service designs themselves
have few redundancies.
5.3.4 Cohesion and structural complexity
Figure 12 shows that the structural complexity does not
vary much even when the ontology size does.
WS5 is more than twice the size of WS4 which
is itself more than twice the size of WS1, WS2,
and WS3. The biggest differences between WS4/WS5
and WS1/WS2/WS3 are on the TNRNR and NLN.
However, these are more indicative of size than
structure. Moreover, all five ontologies have low scores
for the coupling metrics so we can conclude that they
are well-structured.
5.3.5 Usability
The ontologies are extracted from formal specifications
so it is unsurprising that they score highly on
definability metrics. They do score differently on
description complexity, however, as can be seen in Fig.
13. An interesting observation is that the complexities
of the descriptions of a web service on various aspects
are highly correlated with each other. If an ontology
scores high in one of these three metrics, it will score
high on the other metrics. A practical implication of
this means that there is no need for a trade-off when
selecting an ontology.
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Cohesion
 NRN 1 2 2 1 9
NLN 9 9 9 20 55
MaxSPL 3 3 3 6 5
NIC 0 0 0 0 0
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Fig. 12 Cohesion metrics of the extracted ontologies.
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Fig. 13 Description complexity of the extracted ontologies.
5.3.6 Overall comparison of quality
The metrics need to be normalised for comparison
between different aspects of quality as some metrics are
relative values (e.g., completeness and conciseness) and
some are absolute values (e.g., structural complexity
and usability). We adopt the widely-used subrange
technique in which subrange 1 means the poorest
quality of a specific attribute or factor, and subrange 5
is the highest quality. Table 7 gives details of how the
metrics are mapped to the subranges and Fig. 14 shows
the ontology scores after normalisation.
Once the data has been normalised, the various
completeness, structuredness, and usability metrics can
be aggregated into a single value for each just by taking
the average. This is shown in Fig. 15. A weighted
average can be used, however, in situations where
particular attributes are known to have greater or lesser
Table 7 Mapping from metrics values to subranges.
Metric
Subrange
1 2 3 4 5
Cov [0, 0.2] (0.2, 0.4] (0.4, 0.6] (0.6, 0.8] (0.8, 1]
SCov [0, 0.2] (0.2, 0.4] (0.4, 0.6] (0.6, 0.8] (0.8, 1]
RCC [0, 0.2] (0.2, 0.4] (0.4, 0.6] (0.6, 0.8] (0.8, 1]
ARCI [0, 0.2] (0.2, 0.4] (0.4, 0.6] (0.6, 0.8] (0.8, 1]
ARCA [0, 0.2] (0.2, 0.4] (0.4, 0.6] (0.6, 0.8] (0.8, 1]
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importance.
Figure 15 shows the scores are high for usability
and well-structuredness. This indicates that ontologies
extracted from formal specifications are high quality
and the extraction method is both feasible and useful
in practice. The scores are low for completeness
though. This is because the ontologies use only part of
the terminology of weather forecasting. WS5 has the
highest completeness score simply because it offers the
most weather forecasting functions and thereby covers
the gold standard most completely.
6 Conclusion
6.1 Related work
Ontology evaluation is a technical judgment of
the quality of a given ontology with respect to
certain criteria for a particular purpose. In one of
the earliest works on ontology evaluation, Gomez-
Perez[21] emphasised the following five aspects
of ontology quality: Consistency, Completeness,
Conciseness, Expandability, and Sensitiveness. This
work forms a preliminary form of a quality model
of ontologies. Vrandecic[22] further developed a
quality model of ontologies. It aimed at establishing
a systematic approach to the evaluation of ontologies
and proposed eight criteria to cover a wider range
of quality attributes: Accuracy, Adaptability, Clarity,
Completeness, Computational efficiency, Conciseness,
Consistency, and Organizational fitness. Gangemi et
al.[23] considered ontology evaluation as a diagnostic
task, and classified criteria into three categories:
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Structural, Functional, and Usability, and defined nine
quality attributes. Unlike the previous works, which
use a flat structure, this quality model has a two-level
hierarchy.
Recent work has adapted and applied software
quality standards in an attempt to propose standardised
methods for evaluating the quality of ontologies.
Duque-Ramos et al.[24] proposed a general framework
called OQuaRE to define the quality of ontologies.
The aspects of ontology quality that they measured
are: Structural, Functional adequacy, Reliability,
Performance efficiency, Operability, Maintainability,
Compatibility, Transferability, and Quality in use.
However, most of the criteria are subjective and very
hard to measure directly.
As Vrandecic pointed out in Ref. [22], an ontology
is a complex, multi-layered information resource. He
identified a number of aspects that vary between
ontologies and therefore need to be evaluated. These
include Vocabulary, Syntax, Structure, Semantics,
Representation, and Context. Our quality model covers
three aspects: content, presentation, and usage to give a
clearer classification of the quality attributes.
Most existing ontology metrics are structural, see
Ref. [25] for a survey. Tao et al.[26] used the number of
root classes, the number of leaf classes, and the average
depth of inheritance tree as cohesion metrics to measure
modular relatedness of OWL ontologies. Later, Yang
et al.[27] measured the complexity of ontology in the
context of ontology evolution with a number of metrics.
These were the number of concepts, the total number of
relations, the total number of paths, the average length
of paths, the longest length of paths, the average number
of relations per concept, the average number of paths
per concept, and the ratio of max length of paths over
average length of paths. In addition to cohesion metrics,
Orme et al.[28] and Oh et al.[29] also proposed coupling
metrics for the evaluation of ontologies. These metrics
are insufficient for evaluating ontologies, especially
against a gold standard. They have not taken semantics
into consideration, and are not applicable in the context
of using ontology in the semantic description of web
services.
6.2 Main contribution of the work
In this paper, we proposed a metrics-based approach
to the evaluation of ontologies in the context of their
uses in the semantic description of web services. The
first main contribution is a quality model of ontology
with associated metrics. The former consists of quality
attributes for each of three aspects: the contents, the
presentation, and the usage. Each quality attribute is
decomposed into a number of factors and measured by a
set of thirty-seven metrics. The quality model has three
features that are distinctive in comparison with existing
work:
(1) Objectiveness: The metrics used are objective.
Many are novel, such as those that compare an
ontology against a gold standard ontology and
those concerned with the semantics of ontology.
As far as we know, there is no other account of
using a gold standard in the definition of ontology
metrics[10,25].
(2) Language Independence: The metrics are
defined based on an abstract general model of
ontologies rather than on the concrete syntax of
any specific ontology definition language. These
metrics cover all variable aspects of ontology that
are not related to the syntax and representation
of the ontology definition language. They are
therefore generally applicable.
(3) Service Orientation: We developed a set of
new metrics for the evaluation of ontologies in
its usage context of describing the semantics
of web services. They have been successfully
applied in the evaluation of the web services in
our case study. The existing work on ontology
evaluation and assessment has been in the context
of semantic web and/or web search engines[10,25].
The second main contribution is that all the metrics
are implemented as a part of our formal engineering
environment for service oriented computing. We have
also conducted a case study using five real-world
examples. The case study demonstrated that the metrics
are feasible and effective for measuring the quality of
ontologies after they have been extracted from algebraic
specifications. The results of the measurement provide
good indications of ontology quality.
6.3 Future work
The work reported in this paper is a part of our
long-term research agenda on formal engineering of
service-oriented systems. The evaluation framework
and the implementation of the metrics is a part
of our formal service engineering environment. An
interesting research question is whether the metrics
can be redefined to make the evaluation be automated.
A possible avenue for future work is to check the
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consistency of specification using both ontological
reasoning and equational logic inferences. This will
further reduce the need for human input in the
evaluation of ontologies.
As with other software quality models, the
relationships between quality attributes and factors
are derived from empirical knowledge and experiences.
This makes it very difficult and labour-intensive
to validate them. Moreover, our quality model is
hierarchical. It will be interesting to develop it into a
relational model. This will require more experiments
and empirical studies.
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